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Abstract
Motivation: Protein model quality assessment (QA) plays a very important role in protein structure
prediction. It can be divided into two groups of methods: single model and consensus QA method.
The consensus QA methods may fail when there is a large portion of low quality models in the
model pool.
Results: In this paper, we develop a novel single-model quality assessment method QAcon utilizing
structural features, physicochemical properties, and residue contact predictions. We apply residueresidue contact information predicted by two protein contact prediction methods PSICOV and
DNcon to generate a new score as feature for quality assessment. This novel feature and other 11
features are used as input to train a two-layer neural network on CASP9 datasets to predict the
quality of a single protein model. We blindly benchmarked our method QAcon on CASP11 dataset
as the MULTICOM-CLUSTER server. Based on the evaluation, our method is ranked as one of the
top single model QA methods. The good performance of the features based on contact prediction
illustrates the value of using contact information in protein quality assessment.
Availability and Implementation: The web server and the source code of QAcon are freely available at: http://cactus.rnet.missouri.edu/QAcon
Contact: chengji@missouri.edu
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction
With the wide application of next generation sequencing, there
exists a big gap between the large number of protein sequences and
the number of known protein structures (Li et al., 2015). Compared
with the experimental techniques for determining protein structures,
computational methods for protein structure prediction are less accurate, but much faster and cheaper, and therefore can potentially
fill the gap (Hayat et al, 2015; McGuffin, 2008; Roche and
McGuffin, 2016; Uziela et al, 2016; Wallner and Elofsson, 2003).

During the protein structure prediction process, the quality assessment (QA) of predicted structural models is very important for
model selection and ranking. There are two different kinds of QA
methods in general. The multi-model QA methods (McGuffin and
Roche, 2010; Wang et al, 2011) (Cao et al, 2015a, b) using the pairwise comparison between all models work well when there is
enough consensus in a pool of models predicted by different protein
structure prediction methods. However, it may fail when there are
lot of bad models dominating the model pool (Cao et al, 2014a, b).
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It is also limited by requiring a sufficient number of models as input.
The single-model QA methods (Cao et al, 2014a, b, 2016; Cao and
Cheng, 2016; Wang et al, 2009) make protein model quality assessment based on a single model itself, without using the information
of other models. So the predicted quality score is not influenced by
the number and quality of the input model pool. For single-model
QA methods, there is another type of QA method (quasi-single QA
methods) that combines available template information usually
achieves good performance on the CAMEO continuous benchmark
(Haas et al, 2013), such as ModFOLD4 (McGuffin et al, 2013). The
two kinds of QA methods are benchmarked biannually in the
Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction
(CASP) - a community-wise, worldwide experiment for blindly test
protein structure prediction methods. There are two evaluation
stages for QA methods in CASP: stage 1 which has 20 models with
different qualities for each target, and stage 2 which has 150 top
models selected by the organizers. The results of different QA predictors are evaluated after CASP releases the native structures. In
this paper, we develop a single-model QA method (QAcon) based
on machine learning and various protein features, which is ranked
as one of the best single-model quality assessment methods according to the CASP official evaluation results (Kryshtafovych et al,
2015). Inspired by the previous research of using residue-residue
contact information for selecting near-native protein models (Tress
and Valencia, 2010), we develop a new contact score (Con score)
that is based on contact predictions for protein model quality
assessment.

2 Methods
QAcon is a new machine learning based single-model QA method.
There are in total 12 input features used by QAcon. These 12 input
features are: RF_CB_SRS_OD score (Rykunov and Fiser, 2007), SS
score, SP score, EC score, SU score, EM score, ES score, SA score,
RWplus score (Zhang and Zhang, 2010), ModelEvaluator (Wang et
al, 2009), Dope score (Shen and Sali, 2006) and Con score. The detailed description of these methods is listed in Supplementary Table
S1. Figure 1 illustrates the detailed flowchart for the Con score feature in QAcon. For predicting contacts, coevolution-based method
PSICOV is executed and deep learning based method DNcon is used
only if the number of homologous sequences for PSICOV predictions is less than 3000. The precision of the top-L predicted contacts
(Con score) is used as an input feature along with other 11 features.
This precision is defined as the percent of top-L predicted contacts
that actually exist in a protein structural model, where L is sequence
length. A two layer neural network was trained on the input features
to predict the global quality (i.e. the similarity between a model and
its corresponding native structure) of a model. We used CASP9 datasets to train our method, and blindly tested it in CASP11 as
MULTICOM-CLUSTER server.
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of Con score and other input features used in QAcon

Table 1. The per-target average correlation, average loss for
QAcon and several state-of-art QA methods on Stage1 and Stage2
of CASP11
Server name

Corr. Loss.
Corr.
Loss.
Stage1 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 2

ProQ2 (Uziela and Wallner, 2016)
QAcon
QAcon without Con score
VoroMQA (Olechnovic et al, 2011)
Wang_SVM (Liu et al, 2016)
Wang_deep_1 (Liu et al, 2016)

0.643
0.639
0.613
0.561
0.655
0.613

0.090
0.100
0.115
0.108
0.109
0.128

0.372
0.395
0.346
0.401
0.362
0.302

0.058
0.067
0.073
0.069
0.085
0.089

into Table 1. Improvement on both correlation and loss metric is
found by adding Con score into QAcon. We did a Wilcoxon signed
ranked sum test on correlation and loss metric with and without
adding Con score for QAcon. The p-value for average correlation
with and without Con score is 0.005 and 0.003 for stage 1 and stage
2 respectively, 0.202 and 0.494 for loss of stage 1 and stage 2 respectively. A detail comparison with additional top performing
methods (including the quasi-single model and clustering methods)
is shown on Supplementary Table S2.
Supplementary Figure S1 shows the performance of each feature
on stage 1 and stage 2 of CASP11 datasets. Except that the feature
SU (surface score) has negative correlation with model quality, other
features (including Con – contact feature) have similar performance
on both stage 1 and stage 2. On the top 25 targets with good contact
prediction the average correlation of Con feature and real GDT-TS
score is 0.682 and 0.221 on stage 1 and stage 2 respectively, while
on the bottom 25 targets with bad contact prediction the average
correlation is -0.189 and 0.056 on stage 1 and stage 2 respectively.
The results demonstrate that the contact feature is useful for model
quality assessment, while its impact is contingent on the accuracy of
contact prediction.
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3 Results
QAcon was blindly tested in the CASP11 experiment. Table 1 shows
the performance of QAcon and other top single-model QA methods
on stage 1 and stage 2 of CASP11. The results show that QAcon is
consistently ranked among top 3 single-model QA methods in terms
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